The Most Luxurious Saint Barth Hotels to Book for
the Gourmet Festival
These are the top Saint Barth hotels to book for a glamorous stay on the
picturesque island.
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The eighth annual Saint Barth Gourmet Festival will return next month, as 11
internationally-renowned chefs will descend upon the Caribbean isle to
showcase the best of French gastronomy.
The epicurean tradition, which was canceled last year due to the coronavirus,
will take place from November 10 through November 14. During the gourmet
event, invited chefs work with local culinary teams at several of the island’s
upscale hotels and restaurants, to create unique, multi-course tasting menus that
give guests a glimpse of the visiting gourmands’ best takes on French cuisine
and dishes.

This year, the chefs have partnered with luxe spots including Hotel Barrière Le
Carl Gustaf, La Petite Plage, Hotel Rosewood Le Guanahani St. Barth, Hotel
Christopher, Hotel Le Sereno, Hotel Manapany, Cheval Blanc St. Barth-Isle de
France, Restaurant L’Esprit Saline, Nikki Beach St. Barth and Zion St. Barth.
You don’t have to be a foodie to appreciate the cuisine and scenery of the
picturesque Caribbean island, of course, and November happens to be one of
the loveliest times to travel to Saint Barthélemy, since it’s just before the hectic
tourist season. If you’re considering a trip to the dreamy destination this year
(even if it’s not for the Gourmet Festival), you’ll want to book a stay at one of
the island’s most unique and luxurious hotels. While there’s no shortage of
glamorous accommodations in St. Barth, certain spots always manage to stand
out. Below, see seven of the best hotels to book for your next trip to the French
island.

Hotel Christopher
Hotel Christopher is situated right on the water above Pointe Milou, and while it
doesn’t have an actual beach, it does offer picturesque sea views and a very
Instagrammable infinity pool. The chic hotel, which reopens for the season on
October 15, is composed of 29 rooms and 19 suites, as well as three new fourbedroom villas. The Creole-inspired interiors feature lots of stone, wood, resin and
grey marble, and most of the accommodations have private terraces. There’s also a
Sisley Spa with five treatment rooms. Hotel Christopher is one of the hotels that
partnered with a visiting chef for the festival; Chef Sébastien Vauxion is working
with the hotel’s chef Arnaud Faye at the newly opened Rivyera restaurant for the
gourmet extravaganza. From $579 a night, Hotel Christopher.

